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Seventh grade has been surprisingly quiet for Percy Jackson. Not a single monster has set
foot on his New York prep-school campus. But when an innocent game of dodgeball among
Percy and his classmates turns into a death match against an ugly gang of cannibal giants,
things get...well, ugly. And the unexpected arrival of his friend Annabeth brings more bad
news: the magical borders that protect Camp Half-Blood have been poisoned by a mysterious
enemy, and unless a cure is found, the only safe haven for demigods will be destroyed. In the
follow-up to the wildly popular The Lightning Thief, The Graphic Novel, Percy and his friends
must journey into the Sea of Monsters to save their camp. But first, Percy will discover a
stunning new secret about his family--one that makes him question whether being claimed as
Poseidon's son is an honor or simply a cruel joke. Featuring a faithful adaptation by Robert
Venditti, stunning artwork by Attila Futaki, and sumptuous colors by newcomer Tamas Gaspar,
Rick Riordan's blockbuster book comes to life in The Sea of Monsters, The Graphic Novel.
A book of firsts! One epic collection containing the first book from three different New York
Times #1 best-selling series by Rick Riordan. THE LIGHTNING THIEF: Zeus's master lightning
bolt has been stolen and Percy Jackson is the prime suspect. He and his friends have ten days
to find and return it and bring peace to a warring Mount Olympus. To succeed, Percy has come
to terms with the father who abandoned him, solve the riddle of the Oracle that warns of
betrayal by a friend, and unravel a treachery more powerful than the gods themselves. THE
LOST HERO: Jason, Piper, and Leo find themselves at Camp Half-Blood where people won't
stop talking about a curse and a camper named Percy who's gone AWOL.These three friends
must rely on one another and their newfound demigod gifts as they embark on an epic quest to
save Mount Olympus. THE HIDDEN ORACLE: Apollo, once the glorious god of the sun, music,
and poetry, has been cast down to Earth in punishment by Zeus. Now, as awkward mortal
teenager Lester Papadopoulos, he's been tasked with restoring five Oracles that have gone
dark in order to regain his place on Mount Olympus. How is he supposed to accomplish that
without any godly powers? He needs help, and a demigod named Percy Jackson shows him
where to find it: at a training camp on Long Island called Camp Half-Blood. This primer of
heroes and demigods will start readers on three unforgettable adventures. Bonus first chapters
from two other amazing series promise more exciting journeys.
"A publisher in New York asked me to write down what I know about the Greek gods, and I
was like, Can we do this anonymously? Because I don't need the Olympians mad at me again.
But if it helps you to know your Greek gods, and survive an encounter with them if they ever
show up in your face, then I guess writing all this down will be my good deed for the week." So
begins Percy Jackson's Greek Gods, in which the son of Poseidon adds his own magic--and
sarcastic asides--to the classics. He explains how the world was created, then gives readers
his personal take on a who's who of ancients, from Apollo to Zeus. Percy does not hold back.
"If you like horror shows, blood baths, lying, stealing, backstabbing, and cannibalism, then read
on, because it definitely was a Golden Age for all that." Dramatic full-color illustrations
throughout by Caldecott Honoree John Rocco make this volume--a must for home, library, and
classroom shelves--as stunning as it is entertaining.
Return to the series BuzzFeed compared to Ready Player One in the second book in a new
fast-paced trilogy from New York Times bestselling authors Jason Segel and Kirsten Miller
that's perfect for fans of HBO's Westworld. Simon would have done anything to save his best
friend after a mysterious accident almost killed her--including follow her into a virtual world.
And what he and Kat discovered there was more terrifying than they could have ever imagined.
Unwitting hospital patients are being forced to test a device that lets VR be experienced with all
five senses. The technology is so advanced that it's deadly. Now the world's biggest tech
corporation is hunting Simon and Kat while war rages in Otherworld, the virtual world it
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created. Determined to destroy the Company, Simon and Kat must join forces with a hacker, a
gangster, and a digital entity. But as they battle to save two worlds, they uncover an all-new
threat to our world: the Company's latest creation, an augmented-reality game called
OtherEarth. Not only does OtherEarth kill, it has the power to erase the line between what's
real and what's fantasy. Praise for Otherworld: A New York Times Bestseller "A potent
commentary on how much we're willing to give up to the lure of technology." --EW.com "A
fantastic journey from start to finish." --Hypable.com "An engaging VR cautionary tale." --AV
Club "Full of high stakes, thrillers, and fantastic twists and turns, fans of Ready Player One are
sure to love this addictive read." --BuzzFeed
After a summer spent trying to prevent a catastrophic war among the Greek gods, Percy
Jackson finds his seventh-grade school year unnervingly quiet. His biggest problem is dealing
with his new friend, Tyson—a six-foot-three, mentally challenged homeless kid who follows
Percy everywhere, making it hard for Percy to have any "normal" friends. But things don't stay
quiet for long...
Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek god. I was just a
normal kid, going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally
vaporized my maths teacher. That's when things started really going wrong. Now I spend my
time fighting with swords, battling monsters with my friends and generally trying to stay alive.
This is the one where Zeus, God of the Sky, thinks I've stolen his lightning bolt - and making
Zeus angry is a very bad idea. Can Percy find the lightning bolt before a fully fledged WAR OF
THE GODS ERUPTS? Follow the author on his blog Also available: Percy Jackson and the
Battle of the Labyrinth Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian Percy Jackson and the Lightning
Thief (audio) Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief (film tie-in) Percy Jackson and the Sea of
Monsters Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse Percy Jackson: The Demigod Files
After learning that he is the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the sea, twelve-yearold Percy is sent to a summer camp for demigods like himself, and joins his new friends on a
quest to prevent a war between the gods.
When Camp Half-Blood, the only safe haven for demigods, comes close to being overrun by
mythological monsters, Percy must find his best friend Grover, who is prisoner on an island in
the Bermuda Triangle, and then set out to save the Camp.

A new prophecy leads to a dangerous quest. When Percy receives an urgent
distress call from Grover, he immediately prepares for battle. He knows he'll need
his powerful demigod allies, Annabeth and Thalia, at his side; his trusty bronze
sword, Riptide; and...a ride from his mom. The demigods race to the rescue, only
to find that Grover has made an important discovery: two new powerful halfbloods, whose parentage is unknown. But that's not all that awaits them. The
Titan lord, Kronos, has set up his most devious trap yet, and the young heroes
have just fallen prey. Now, Percy and his friends are faced with their most
dangerous challenge—the chilling prophecy of the Titan's Curse. They must
rescue the goddess Artemis by the Winter Solstice, or all will be lost...including
Annabeth. Rick Riordan's internationally best-selling The Titan's Curse becomes
a graphic novel in the hands of comic-book luminaries Robert Venditti, Attila
Futaki, and Greg Guilhaumond.
Who cut off Medusa's head? Who was raised by a she-bear? Who tamed
Pegasus? It takes a demigod to know, and Percy Jackson can fill you in on the all
the daring deeds of Perseus, Atalanta, Bellerophon, and the rest of the major
Greek heroes. Told in the funny, irreverent style readers have come to expect
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from Percy, ( I've had some bad experiences in my time, but the heroes I'm going
to tell you about were the original old school hard luck cases. They boldly
screwed up where no one had screwed up before. . .) and enhanced with vibrant
artwork by Caldecott Honoree John Rocco, this story collection will become the
new must-have classic for Rick Riordan's legions of devoted fans--and for
anyone who needs a hero. So get your flaming spear. Put on your lion skin cape.
Polish your shield and make sure you've got arrows in your quiver. We're going
back about four thousand years to decapitate monsters, save some kingdoms,
shoot a few gods in the butt, raid the Underworld, and steal loot from evil people.
Then, for dessert, we'll die painful tragic deaths. Ready? Sweet. Let's do this.
Which Greek god makes the best parent? Would you want to be one of Artemis'
Hunters? Why do so many monsters go into retail? Spend a little more time in
Percy Jackson's world—a place where the gods bike among us, monsters man
snack bars, and each of us has the potential to become a hero. Find out: • Why
Dionysus might actually be the best director Camp Half-Blood could have • How
to recognize a monster when you see one • Why even if we aren't facing
manticores and minotaurs, reading myth can still help us deal with the scary
things in our own lives Plus, consult our glossary of people, places, and things
from Greek myth: how Medusa got her snake hair extensions, why Chiron isn't
into partying and paintball like the rest of his centaur family, and the whole story
on Percy's mythical namesake.
The complete Percy Jackson & the Olympians series in hardcover. A perfect gift
for Percy fans, as well as readers just discovering this epic and blockbuster
adventure.
All five novels in the bestselling, blockbuster Percy Jackson series, collected in
one stunning digital edition. I was just a normal kid, going to school, playing
basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths
teacher. 'Look, I didn't want to be a Half-Blood. I never asked to be the son of a
Greek God.' Percy Jackson: The Complete Series includes all five novels in the
action-packed, electrifying series from Rick Riordan: The Lightning Thief, The
Sea of Monsters, The Titan's Curse, The Battle of the Labyrinth, and The Last
Olympian. Now I spend my time battling monsters and generally trying to stay
alive. Angry Gods. Cannibal Giants. Ancient Labyrinths. Untold Evils. It's not easy
being a demigod. Rick Riordan has now sold an incredible 55 million copies of
his books worldwide The Percy Jackson series has sold over 1.25 million copies
in the UK alone
You've read the book. You've seen the movie. Now submerge yourself in the
thrilling, stunning, and action-packed graphic novel. Mythological monsters and
the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking out of the pages of twelve-yearold Percy Jackson's textbooks and into his life. And worse, he's angered a few of
them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has been stolen, and Percy is the prime
suspect. Now, he and his friends have just ten days to find and return Zeus's
stolen property and bring peace to a warring Mount Olympus. Series creator Rick
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Riordan joins forces with some of the biggest names in the comic book industry
to tell the story of a boy who must unravel a treachery more powerful than the
gods themselves.
The adventure begins here - the first novels from the five groundbreaking series
by Rick Riordan! Starting with THE LIGHTNING THIEF, the book that launched
millions of readers into the amazing world of Greek mythology, to THE HIDDEN
ORACLE, the story that gives a new look to Roman myths -- not to mention the
god, Apollo -- with visits to Egypt and Valhalla in between. This beautifully
packaged boxed set will thrill fans who want to relive the adventure and magic
again, and will open the door to new readers of Riordan's epic storytelling.
After learning that the father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea, Percy
Jackson is sent to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods, and
becomes involved in a quest to prevent a catastrophic war between the gods.
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And now
it’s up to Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough to kidnap a
goddess? They must find Artemis before the winter solstice, when her influence on the
Olympian Council could swing an important vote on the war with the titans. Not only that, but
first Percy will have to solve the mystery of a rare monster that Artemis was hunting when she
disappeared—a monster rumored to be so powerful it could destroy Olympus forever.
Discover the original bone-chilling adventures that made Goosebumps one of the bestselling
children's book series of all time! Something scary is happening in GOOSEBUMPS
HORRORLAND, the all-new, all-terrifying series by R. L. Stine. Just how scary? You'll never
know unless you crack open this classic prequel! Discover the fan-favorite thriller and chiller
that first introduced the world to the wooden face of fear. The puppet who pulls all the strings.
None other than Slappy the Dummy! Now with all-new bonus material revealing Slappy's
secrets and more.
Percy Jackson isn't expecting freshman orientation to be any fun. But when a mysterious
mortal acquaintance appears on campus, followed by demon cheerleaders, things quickly
move from bad to diabolical. In this latest installment of the blockbuster series, time is running
out as war between the Olympians and the evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.
All year the half-bloods have been preparing for battle against the Titans, knowing the odds of
victory are grim. Krono's army is stronger than ever, and with every god and half-blood he
recruits, the evil Titan's power only grows. While the Olympians struggle to contain the
rampaging monster Typhon, Kronos begins his advance on New York City, where Mount
Olympus stands virtually unguarded. Now it's up to Percy Jackson and an army of young
demigods to stop the Lord of Time. In this epic finale to the New York Times best-selling Percy
Jackson and the Olympians series, the long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy's sixteenth
birthday unfolds. And as the battle for Western civilization rages on the streets of Manhattan,
Percy faces a terrifying suspicion that he may be fighting against his own fate. Relive the
showdown in this all-new graphic novel adaptation.
Demigods, brandish your pencils! Over the past decade, millions of young readers, parents,
and teachers have come to adore Rick Riordan's classic series Percy Jackson and the
Olympians, which made ancient Greek mythology contemporary, relevant, and entertaining as
it turned kids on to reading. Now fans can literally color Percy's world with the amusing
portraits, dramatic scenes, and intricate designs on every spread of this large format
paperback. This book is a great way to introduce young children to the series, to allow older
fans to reminisce, and to augment classroom units on Greek mythology.
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school . . . again. And that's the least of
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his troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be
walking straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek mythology textbook and into his life. And
worse, he's angered a few of them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has been stolen, and Percy is
the prime suspect. Now Percy and his friends have just ten days to find and return Zeus's
stolen property and bring peace to a warring Mount Olympus. But to succeed on his quest,
Percy will have to do more than catch the true thief: he must come to terms with the father who
abandoned him; solve the riddle of the Oracle, which warns him of betrayal by a friend; and
unravel a treachery more powerful than the gods themselves. This deluxe gift edition of the
internationally best-selling first book in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series, lavishly
illustrated by series artist John Rocco, is a must-have for Riordan fans.
It's the handbook no half-blood should be without: a fully illustrated, in-depth guide to gods,
monsters, and all things Percy. This novelty companion to the best-selling series comes
complete with trading cards, full-color diagrams, and maps, all packaged in a handy, "manualsize" POB with a crisp, magnetic flap enclosure./DIVDIV
When the goddess Artemis disappears while hunting a rare, ancient monster, a group of her
followers joins Percy and his friends in an attempt to find and rescue her before the winter
solstice, when her influence is needed to sway the Olympian Council regarding the war with
the Titans.

Percy Jackson is a good kid, but he can't seem to focus on his schoolwork or control
his temper. And lately, being away at boarding school is only getting worse-Percy could
have sworn his pre-algebra teacher turned into a monster and tried to kill him.
When the goddess Artemis goes missing, she is believed to have been kidnapped. And
now it's up to Percy and his friends to find out what happened. Who is powerful enough
to kidnap a goddess?
A companion guide to THE TRIALS OF APOLLO series, set in the world of PERCY
JACKSON. Camp Half-Blood FYI is the funny insider's guide to the demigod training
camp in Long Island, narrated by none other than Percy Jackson himself, and other
favourite characters will be heard from, too. In response to an awful camp orientation
video created by the god Apollo, Percy Jackson and other residents of Camp HalfBlood answer such questions as "What is this place?" and "Do I get to keep the Tshirt?" Newbies can check out the section on the Divine Cabins, read up on Magical
Landmarks, and consult the chapter of Training Arenas. But Camp Half-Blood
Confidential explores much more than just the buildings and grounds. It includes info
that can only be learned from those who live there. For instance, campers do not
always co-exist in peace and harmony. The camp is not run with superior efficiency.
Prophecies do not flow forth with great regularity. Sprinkled throughout are stories from
heroes who have called Camp Half-Blood home or just passed through on their way to
places unknown. Chiron himself introduces the book with a brief history of training
based on his millennia of experience. And, of course, divine words of wisdom from the
god Apollo himself are included, because the demigod authors would prefer not to be
struck down by him, thank you very much.
All five books in the blockbuster Percy Jackson and the Olympians series, in
paperback, have been collected in a boxed set fit for demigods. Now with glorious new
cover art and packaged with a special poster, this value-priced set includes the bestselling The Lightning Thief, The Sea of Monsters, The Titan's Curse, The Battle of the
Labyrinth, and The Last Olympian. Whether it is for readers who are experiencing
Percy's thrilling adventures with Greek gods and monsters for the first time, or for fans
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who want to devour the saga again, this gift will be prized by young and old.
Coming soon to Disney+! Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian is the fifth awesome
adventure in Rick Riordan's top-ten bestselling series. Half Boy. Half God. ALL Hero.
Most people get presents on their sixteenth birthday. I get a prophecy that could save
or destroy the world. It happens when you're the son of Poseidon, God of the
Sea.According to an ancient prophecy, I turn sixteen and the fate of the entire world is
on me. But no pressure. Now Kronos, Lord of the Titans, is beginning his attack on New
York City. And the dreaded monster Typhon is also heading our way. So it's me and
forty of my demi-god friends versus untold evil . . . ----- 'Riordan takes the reader back
to the stories we love; then shakes the cobwebs out of them' Eoin Colfer 'Witty and
inspired. Gripping, touching and deliciously satirical' The Times 'Puns, jokes and subtle
wit, alongside a gripping storyline' Telegraph 'Perfectly paced, with electrifying
moments chasing each other like heartbeats' New York Times 'It's Buffy meets Artemis
Fowl. Thumbs up' Sunday Times 'Funny . . . very exciting . . . but it's the storytelling that
will get readers hooked. After all, this is the stuff of legends' Guardian Books by Rick
Riordan: The Percy Jackson series: Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief Percy
Jackson and the Sea of Monsters Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse Percy Jackson
and the Battle of the Labyrinth Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian Percy Jackson:
The Demigod Files The Heroes of Olympus series: The Lost Hero The Son Of Neptune
The Mark of Athena The Heroes of Olympus: The Demigod Files The Kane Chronicles
series: The Red Pyramid The Throne of Fire The Serpent's Shadow The Magnus
Chase series: Magnus Chase and the Sword of Summer Magnus Chase and the
Hammer of Thor Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead The Trials of Apollo series:
The Dark Prophecy The Hidden Oracle The Burning Maze
Humans and half-bloods agree—Percy Jackson and the Olympians is a series fit for
heroes! Relive the adventure from the beginning with this eBook set containing the first
three books from the best-selling series: The Lighting Thief, The Sea of Monsters, and
The Titan's Curse.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Percy Jackson and the
Olympians series Multiple-award-winning author Rick Riordan brings back smartmouthed Texas P.I. Tres Navarre for his most dangerous case yet. If you think the
academic world is deadly dull, you're half right.... When a controversial English
professor is found shot to death, Tres Navarre — P.I. and Ph.D. — is the only local
academic crazy enough to accept the emergency opening at the University of Texas at
San Antonio. Police assure him they already have a suspect, so while they wrap up the
open-and-shut case, all Tres has to do is teach three classes, grade on a curve ... and
walk in a dead man's shoes. It should be an easy assignment — but one thing Tres
doesn't do is easy. When the evidence in the case starts looking a little too perfect,
when the killing doesn't stop, Tres takes on some extracurricular research into the heart
of an assassin — and lands in a high-stakes game of gangster honor on the darkest
streets of San Antonio's West Side.... Don’t miss any of these hotter-than-Texas-chili
Tres Navarre novels: BIG RED TEQUILA • THE WIDOWER’S TWO-STEP • THE
LAST KING OF TEXAS • THE DEVIL WENT DOWN TO AUSTIN • SOUTHTOWN •
MISSION ROAD • REBEL ISLAND
At last the wait is over! All five books in the blockbuster Percy Jackson and the
Olympus series, in paperback, have been collected in a box fit for demigods. This valuePage 6/8
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priced set includes the best-selling The Lightning Thief, The Sea of Monsters,The
Titan's Curse, The Battle of the Labyrinth, and The Last Olympians. Whether it is for
readers who are experiencing Percy's thrilling adventures with Greek gods and
monsters for the first time or for fans who want to devour the saga again, this gift will be
prized by young and old.

How do you handle an encounter with Medusa on the New Jersey interstate?
What's the best way to take down a minotaur? Become an expert on everything
in Percy's world with this must-have guide to the Percy Jackson and the
Olympians series. Complete with interviews, puzzles, games, and original short
stories by Rick Riordan.
All year the half-bloods have been preparing for battle against the Titans,
knowing the odds of victory are grim. Kronos's army is stronger than ever, and
with every god and half-blood he recruits, the evil Titan's power only grows. While
the Olympians struggle to contain the rampaging monster Typhon, Kronos begins
his advance on New York City, where Mount Olympus stands virtually
unguarded. Now it's up to Percy Jackson and an army of young demigods to stop
the Lord of Time.
Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian is the fifth awesome adventure in Rick
Riordan's top-ten bestselling series. Half Boy. Half God. ALL Hero. Most people
get presents on their sixteenth birthday. I get a prophecy that could save or
destroy the world. It happens when you're the son of Poseidon, God of the
Sea.According to an ancient prophecy, I turn sixteen and the fate of the entire
world is on me. But no pressure. Now Kronos, Lord of the Titans, is beginning his
attack on New York City. And the dreaded monster Typhon is also heading our
way. So it's me and forty of my demi-god friends versus untold evil . . . ________
'Riordan takes the reader back to the stories we love; then shakes the cobwebs
out of them' Eoin Colfer 'Witty and inspired. Gripping, touching and deliciously
satirical' The Times 'Puns, jokes and subtle wit, alongside a gripping storyline'
Telegraph 'Perfectly paced, with electrifying moments chasing each other like
heartbeats' New York Times 'It's Buffy meets Artemis Fowl. Thumbs up' Sunday
Times 'Funny . . . very exciting . . . but it's the storytelling that will get readers
hooked. After all, this is the stuff of legends' Guardian __________ The Percy
Jackson series: Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief Percy Jackson and the
Sea of Monsters Percy Jackson and the Titan's Curse Percy Jackson and the
Battle of the Labyrinth Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian Percy Jackson: The
Demigod Files The Heroes of Olympus series: The Lost Hero The Son Of
Neptune The Mark of Athena The Heroes of Olympus: The Demigod Files The
Kane Chronicles series: The Red Pyramid The Throne of Fire The Serpent's
Shadow The Magnus Chase series: Magnus Chase and the Sword of Summer
Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor Magnus Chase and the Ship of the
Dead The Trials of Apollo series: The Dark Prophecy The Hidden Oracle The
Burning Maze
"Netflix. A Netflix original series"--Cover
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